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Abstract
This paper deals with a novel system to assist weak people while exploring indoor environments.
The proposed architecture is aimed to monitor the position and inertial behavior of users as well
as environmental status (e.g. temperature, humidity, gases leakage, or smoke). The system is
based on a Wireless Sensor Network and smart paradigms which extract relevant information
from data collected through the multi-sensor architecture. The data collected are then processed
to build awareness of User-Environment Interaction and User-Environment Contextualization.
This knowledge is used to build information that is useful to the user for safe and efficient exploitation of the environment and to the supervisor for a suitable assessment and management of
hazard situations. The paper mainly focuses on the multi-sensor system architecture and smart
paradigms used to implement the User-Environment Contextualization feature.
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1. Introduction
The state of the art in the field of assistive systems for weak people and the role of emerging technologies is extensively discussed in [1]-[6]. Navigation assistive systems must accomplish two main tasks: to build awareness
of surroundings and to provide the user with information that is useful for safe and efficient mobility. Several
technologies can be used to acquire information from the environment, such as ultrasonic, infrared, laser and
cameras, while auditory and/or tactile solutions can be used to provide relevant feedback to the user [7]-[10].
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The Binaural Sonic Aid (SonicGuide) is a sophisticated head-mounted device which exploits an ultrasonic
wide-beam to convert environment contents into audio codification [9].
The Miniguide system is a handheld device which uses an ultrasonic beam to measure the distance to obstacles. In order to convey the information about the presence and distance of obstacles vibrational feedback is exploited [10].
Examples of electronic travel aids based on electromagnetic and optical devices are described in [11] [12].
The Kahru Tactile Outdoor Navigator [13] is a wearable tactile harness-vest display which provides directional
navigation instructions by exploiting vibrating motors.
In [14] an electronic assistive system for outdoor mobility is presented which uses a tactile display embedded
in a vest to provide directional information.
The NavBelt is a system that uses an array of ultrasonic sensors mounted on a belt to provide an acoustical
feedback about the presence of obstacles very close to and ahead of the user [15].
The ActiveBelt exploits a GPS, a geomagnetic sensor and a belt tactile display to support directional navigation [16].
The evolution towards more cognitive devices exploits a camera to perceive the environment and convenient
translation of its contents into sounds or tactile perception. Examples of such systems are the vOICe system by
Philips Co [17] and the Intelligent Glasses [18].
Notable efforts have also been dedicated to the development of solutions using digital tags, active badges, accelerometers, temperature and photodiodes to transmit some form of remote signal once the user gets into the
range of the device [19].
The main drawbacks of several navigation systems in the literature are related to discontinuous assistance for
the user, the high cost and sometimes the arbitrary form of information provided [19].
Sensor networks and ambient intelligence are setting new directions in the field of ambient assistive living
(AAL) [20] [21].
In [22] a CANBUS (Controller Area Network Bus) sensor network is proposed which aims to provide weak
users (elderly or impaired people) with information that is useful for safe and efficient exploitation of indoor environments. The main system functionalities are based on advanced localization techniques and paradigms providing awareness of the User-Environment Interaction (UEI), such as the presence of obstacles or services. The
advantages of this approach are mainly related to the possibility of providing the user with a continuous spatio-temporal form of assistance. This feature represents a dramatic advance with respect to the state of the art
and this is mainly due to the methodology adopted for user localization. The latter is based on the continuous
interaction between the user module, equipped with an ultrasound transmitter, and a distributed architecture of
sensor nodes equipped with ultrasound receivers. This methodology allows a very accurate estimation and a
continuous update of the user’s position within the environment [22].
The assistive system discussed in [23] and detailed through this paper represents an improvement with respect
to the architecture proposed in [22]. The proposed approach allows for distributed monitoring of the environmental status (in terms of hazards such as fires, gas leakage, smoke), the user’s position and the user’s inertial
behavior (posture and dynamic). The main novelty of this solution consists in the possibility of building awareness of the User-Environment Contextualization, UEC (implemented through the UEC tool), which actually relates the user status to the environment status. The correlation between user postures and hazard events is an
example of this relationship which can provide the system supervisor with useful information to properly manage critical events. Moreover, the use of a WSN is a convenient substitute for the CANBUS network.
This paper mainly addresses novel features of the assistive system, with particular regard to the UEC tool
functionality and solutions adopted for both environment monitoring and assessment of the user inertial behavior. It must be considered that the WSN developed also implements the user localization task and the UEI functionalities mentioned above and addressed in depth in [22]. The implementation and experimental assessment of
the UEI tool are also described in [24].
Combining the awareness furnished by the UEI and UEC tools represents a novel approach to assisting weak
users in the mobility tasks of daily living. Information provided by these tools (the user’s position, the presence
of obstacles and services, the user’s status and environment hazards) could be used to provide the user with useful information for safe and efficient mobility and the supervisor with a descriptive representation of the status
of both the user and the environment. The latter could help the supervisor to take decisions and to perform actions to manage hazards or specific user needs.
Information coming from the UEC and UEI tools is automatically processed by a Decision Support System
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(DSS) which can provide optimal information for the user and a list of suggested actions for the system supervisor.
The main advantages of the proposed system are highlighted in following statements:
 great accuracy of the user localization system due to accurate measurements of (multiple) distances between
the user and network nodes, leading to a suitable distance measurement redundancy.
 the continuous operation mode of the localization system which provides user positions with high spatiotemporal resolution.
 continuous spatio-temporal awareness of User-Environment Interaction.
 real-time awareness of User-Environment Contextualization.
The above features represent a dramatic advance in the form of assistance provided to weak people compared
with traditional solutions in the state of the art.
In conclusion, it can be affirmed that the proposed system provides a continuous awareness of the user-environment relationship (contextualization and interaction) which provides real-time assistance for the user and
relevant information for alerts management to the supervisor.
The low cost, the flexibility of the architecture, and the ease of use/implementation are other interesting features of the proposed system.
A general overview of the working lab-scale prototype is described in Section 2. Sections 3 and 4 give details
of sensing features and other solutions adopted to monitor the user’s inertial status. In Section 5, the UEC functionalities will be described along with examples of information generated to support the user and the supervisor.
Experimental results are discussed in Section 6.

2. An Overview of the System Developed
A schematization of the assistive system developed to support mobility of weak people in indoor environments
is shown in Figure 1. The system architecture consists of a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) with multi-parametric sensor nodes, a user module, a server node connected to a PC, pre-processing algorithms, UEC and UEI
paradigms, the DSS, a Graphical User Interface (GUI) for the supervisor and a dedicated User Interface.

Figure 1. A schematization of the assistive system (© 2011 IEEE, M&N2011, [23]).
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The WSN architecture has been developed with commercially off-the-shelf components implementing a ZigBee based protocol. Network nodes have been equipped with sensors for environmental monitoring (gas, temperature, humidity, smoke) and ultrasound sensors (US) for user localization.
The user module is equipped with sensors to detect the user’s inertial behavior and a US transducer for the
user localization task.
Rough data gathered by the WSN (environment quantities, user inertial quantities, user distance from the
sensor nodes) are used by pre-processing algorithms to implement user localization, user inertial status monitoring and environmental status monitoring tasks.
The user localization is performed through trilateration algorithms using distances between the user and the
sensor nodes. Distances are measured by ultrasound sensors installed in the network nodes and the user module
[22].
The User-Environment Interaction (UEI) tool exploits information on both the user localization and the environment itself (obstacles, services) to detect upcoming events (collisions, presence of services close to the user).
Due to the above features, the supervisor is updated with the user’s position while the UEI generates candidate
messages for the user, with an assigned priority, assuring an efficient and safe mobility task. Details on the
above paradigms can be found in [22] [23].
The User-Environment Contextualization (UEC) tool provides the supervisor with awareness of the user
status relative to the environment status, and generates candidate messages for the user with an assigned priority,
as detailed in Section 3. In the current version, the DSS is in charge of sorting candidate messages generated by
the UEI and UEC tools, while future releases will implement both smart assistive tasks, also taking into account
the user’s skill/abilities. Another possible action to be performed by the DSS is the generation of suggested actions for the supervisor, on the basis of information generated by the UEC tool, in order to manage emergencies.
User notifications are delivered through the message center that manages the user interface.
For convenience, the user interface of the lab-scale prototype is a Bluetooth headphone remotely controlled
by the message center. However, the architecture developed can work with other kinds of interface (e.g. tactile
devices).
The GUI provides rough data coming from the sensor network (environmental sensors, inertial sensors in the
user module, user’s distance from the network nodes), information extracted by the user inertial tool (user posture, user dynamic), information given by the UEI tool (user localization in the environment map, interaction
with obstacles and services) and the information given by the UEC tool (user status related to the environment
status).
In the following, the WSN architecture, the multi-sensor strategy adopted to monitor environmental quantities
and the user status and the UEC tool will be presented.

3. The WSN Architecture
In this section the architecture implemented for the monitoring of critical environmental quantities is described.
The system consists of a “server node” and a set of autonomous sensor nodes which can monitor temperature,
humidity, smoke and the presence of gases.
In particular, the WSN developed consists of ten nodes which are suitable to cover the test-bed environment
under consideration, also taking into account the operating range of the sensors used (around 5 m) to measure
the user’s distance from the network nodes.
The architecture and the real view of a network node are schematized in Figures 2(a) and (b), respectively.
Each node, except for the server node, is equipped with the Multi-Interface (MuIn) board by Droids®. The
latter is a versatile 10-Bit Multi Interface Board equipped with a PIC18F2520 running at 40 MHz, two PWM
channels, five analog channels and a I2C bus. The firmware for the PIC18F2520 microcontrollers of the MuIn
board was implemented through the MPLAB IDE development environment by Microchip. The wireless link is
implemented through the XBee-PRO modules by MaxStream, Inc., which support the ZigBee communication
protocol in the ISM 2.4 GHz frequency band. The main specifications of the MuIn boards and XBee-PRO modules are given in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
The server node is implemented through the XBee-USB board connected to the PC server.
Network nodes are fully battery operated while the server node is directly connected to a PC through a USB
port. For the purpose of this work, the system components are commercially off-the-shelf and low-cost devices.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. The sensor node: (a) schematization; (b) real view.
Table 1. MuIn specifications.
250 mA @ 5.0 V and 3.3 V
500 μs to 2500 μs
2.44/9.77/39.4 kHz
up to 115.2 kbps
Ultra Low 50 nA
Currents Down to 11 μA Typical
Currents Down to 2.5 μA Typical
Currents Down to 100 nA Typical
10-Bit
52 × 68 mm

Power
Servo
PWM
Serial Speed
Input Leakage
Run mode (CPU on, Peripherals on)
Idle mode (CPU off, Peripherals on)
Sleep mode (CPU off, Peripherals off)
Channels Analog-to-Digital (A/D)
Dimension

Table 2. XBee-PRO module specifications.
Indoor/Urban Range
Outdoor RF line-of-sight Range
TransmitPower Output
ReceiverSensitivity
RF Data Rate
TransmitCurrent (typical)
ReceiveCurrent (typical)
Power-down Current

100 m
1500 m
60 mW (18 dBm) conducted, 100 mW (20 dBm) EIRP
−100 dBm (1% packeterror rate)
250,000 bps
270 mA (@ 3.3 V)
55 mA (@ 3.3 V)
<10 μA

The smoke sensor used is the FR209 device, shown in Figure 2(a). It is a low power device (over 10 s: 10
µA@9 V for 9 s and 1 mA@9 V for 1 s) using a photoelectric readout strategy which is particularly suitable to
detect slow-burning fires. The device output, connected to a digital input of the MuIn board, reveals if the smoke
concentration in the environment exceeds a pre-established safety threshold.
The gas sensor is the TGS2610 by FIGARO, shown in Figure 2(a), which is characterized by a high sensitivity to methane, propane and butane. The device’s operating range is between 500 ppm and 10,000 ppm with a
sensitivity of about 250 µV/ppm. The conditioning circuit shown in Figure 3 has been developed to adapt the
output voltage level of the gas sensor to the analog input of the MuIn board. Circuit components are defined in
Table 3. The circuit is devoted to power the heater resistance of the TGS2610 sensor and to convert the variation of the sensor resistance, Rs, related to gas concentration, into an output voltage, Vout. The latter is acquired
by the MuIn board.
Temperature and humidity are measured through the SHT15 device by SENSIRION, shown in Figure 2(a), in
single chip CMOS technology. The operating range of the temperature sensor is between −40˚C and +120˚C
with a resolution of 0.04˚C and an accuracy of +/−0.3˚C. The operating range of the humidity sensor is between
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Figure 3. Conditioning electronics for the TGS2610
sensor. See Table 3 for components definition.
Table 3. TGS2610 gas sensor main specifications.
Typical detection range
Standard circuit conditions

Electrical characteristics under standard conditions

Heater voltage
Circuit voltage
Loadresistance
Heater resistance
Heater current
Heater power consump.
Sensor resistance

VH
VC
RL
RH
IH
PH
RS

Sensitivity (change ratio of RS)

500 - 10,000 ppm
5.0 V ± 0.2 V DC/AC
5.0 V ± 0.2 V DC
PS ≤ 15 mW
Variable
PS ≤ 15 mW
57 Ω ± 5 Ω at room temp.
56 mA
280 mW
VH = 5.0 V DC
1 kΩ - 5 kΩ in 1500 ppm iso-butane
0.53 ± 0.005

Rs (4500 ppm)
Rs (1500 ppm)

Test gas conditions

Iso-butane vapor in air at
20˚C ± 2˚C, 65% ± 5% RH

Circuit conditions

VC = 5.0 V ± 0.01 V DC
VH = 5.0 V ± 0.05 V DC

Standard test conditions

0% RH and 100% RH with a resolution of 0.4% RH and an accuracy of +/−2% RH. The device response time is
less than 4 s, while its power consumption is 2 µW in sleep mode and 3 mW in measuring mode. The communication between the SHT15 device and MuIn board is supported by the I2C bus.
Each node is also equipped with the 400ER080 ultrasound receiver by Tecnosens, shown in Figure 2(a),
which interacts with the ultrasound transmitter embedded in the user module in order to measure the user’s distance from each sensor node [22]. The experimental characterization of the system revealed an uncertainty of the
order of 1 cm (with an uncertainty coverage factor of 3) in the estimation of user coordinates along the x and the
y axis [22].
The GUI is implemented in LabVIEWTM and, as discussed in Section 5, it allows for the monitoring of environmental and user parameters. Two different communication modes have been developed for the WSN: polling
and event triggered.
Polling: all the network nodes are cyclically interrogated by the server node. Each node, when interrogated by
the server, sends back the last data acquired by the sensors. After a pre-fixed timeout the server switches to the
next node. A list of addressable nodes can be defined through the GUI interface.
Event triggered: this operation mode is strategic for power saving and management of critical events. In particular, a network node communicates with the server only if an ultrasound echo is received or an environmental
quantity exceeds a pre-fixed threshold.
It must be considered that the power budget of nodes equipped only with an ultrasound transducer is mainly
due to the MuIn board and the XBee-PRO module (see Tables 1 and 2). As shown above, the life time of battery
operated nodes depends also on the communication strategy adopted. Nodes equipped with environmental sen-
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sors consume more power, as is evident from the sensor specifications.

4. The User Module and the Inertial Tool
As shown in Figure 1, data gathered by the user module and elaborated by dedicated algorithms provide specific information on the user’s inertial behavior (e.g. static or dynamic status, posture and stair negotiation)
which can be useful to perform a suitable contextualization of the user with respect to the environment status.
The user module, which could be positioned on the user’s chest, is hence equipped with sensors for monitoring the user’s inertial status and a US transducer dedicated to localization tasks.
The position of the user module must be known in order to correctly process signals coming from the inertial
and compass sensors and to properly reconstruct the user’s heading and posture. Moreover, in order to reduce
occurrences in which the user’s body blocks the propagation of the ultrasound signal, which could compromise
the accuracy of localization, the US transmitter should be placed close to the user’s ear (e.g. by installing the US
transducer on the headphone used to deliver messages to the user).
Figure 4(a) shows the architecture of the user module. The device consists of a MuIn board equipped with
sensors and the XBee-PRO device. Each user module is univocally identified by an ID in order to implement the
multi-user functionality of the assistive system.
The orientation and inertial status of the user are detected by the HMC6343 solid-state compass module with
tilt compensation by Honeywell. HMC6343 is an I2C device embedding a three axial compass, a three axial accelerometer and a PIC® core. The device resolution is 0.1˚ while its operating range in the magnetic domain is
±2 G. The compass sensor is used by the UEI tool for the sake of user tracking, while the inertial sensor is used
by the user inertial tool.
Concerning the estimation of the user’s heading, the calibration facility provided by the HMC6343 manufacturer has been implemented in the MuIn board by a dedicated firmware. This is needed to correct for hard-iron
distortions of the magnetic field, for example due to magnetized materials near the compass. The compass calibration procedure has to be repeated in different sites of the environment considered. The block diagram in
Figure 4(b) shows the sequence of operation implemented by the user module firmware. The calibration mode
must be operated at the very beginning of the user module operation and it requires a 360˚ rotation around Y
axis followed by a 360˚ rotation around the Z axis. At the end of the calibration procedure the actual heading is
measured and sent to the server. As discussed in Section 6, the compass sensor has also been characterized to
take into account influences related to the set-up developed.
Algorithms of the user inertial tool process data coming from the HMC6343 sensor to build the user’s inertial
status. The main features performed by the tool are the detection of the user’s dynamic (stationary or moving),
the estimation of the user’s posture (standing, bending, lying down) and negotiation of stairs.
In order to estimate the user’s posture in terms of tilt with respect to the ground plane (XY), the following expression has been used [25]:
Compass Calibration
Serial communication settings
Delay (startup)

Start I2C

Run compass
calibration procedure
Read heading
Update rate 10Hz
Read/send

(a)

Stop I2C

(b)

Figure 4. The user module. (a) Schematization, (b) sequence of operations implemented by the user
module firmware.
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ϕ = atan ( az a y )

(1)

where ai (i = y, z) are averaged acceleration components (ay forward, az vertical) in order to improve the system’s robustness against false posture estimations, especially between erect and bent conditions.
Estimation of the user’s tilt allows us to classify the user’s posture (erect, bent, lying down), on the basis of
rules outlined in Table 4. The thresholds in Table 4 have been fixed by several experimental surveys. Although
inertial quantities could also be extended to detect other user postures (e.g. seated) this point has not been addressed in this work.
Merging tilt information with the acceleration along the Z axis allows for estimation of the supine or prone
position if a horizontal tilt has been detected.
The user’s dynamic condition is estimated following rules in Table 5 assuming, as the initialization state, that
at the system start-up the user is in a static state. The strategy adopted exploits information on the user’s actual
posture, the previous user dynamic and the mean square value of the vertical acceleration estimated over n samples [26]:

∑(a

J az =

z

− az )

2

(2)

n

where az is the moving average over n samples.
The thresholds in Table 5 have been fixed by several experimental surveys.
Another feature implemented by the user inertial tool is the detection of stair climbing. With this aim the following quantity has been estimated [26]:
sc =

 a zi − a z

∑
( n − 1)( n − 2 ) i =1  σ az
n

n





3

(3)

which computes the displacement between the vertical acceleration and its moving average over n samples.
Term σ a in (3) is the standard deviation of the vertical acceleration. Comparing quantity (3) with a suitable
experimentally fixed threshold (0.69 for the device under test) allows for the detection of stair climbing activity.
The observed az is also permanently compared to nominal values observed in the event of stair climbing activity
to filter out false positives estimations.
Quantities (1)-(3) are estimated by the user inertial tool running on the PC server.
z

5. The User-Environment Contextualization Tool and the GUI
The UEC tool exploits data coming from the environment monitoring and the user inertial tool to build a representation of the user’s status with respect to the environment status.
Pre-processing algorithms (see Figure 1) will provide the user’s inertial status (posture and dynamic) and the.
Table 4. Rules for user posture estimation.
User posture
Erected
Bowed
Lied down

Condition
−30˚ < ϕ < 30˚
30˚ < ϕ < 80˚
−100˚ < ϕ < −80˚ 80˚ < ϕ < 100˚

Table 5. Rules for user dynamic estimation.
Previous user dynamic
Static
Static
Static
Static
Dynamic
Dynamic

Actual user posture
Erect
Erect
Bowed
Bowed
Lied down
-
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Jaz
Jaz < 0.01
0.01 < Jaz < 0.02
Jaz < 0.02
Jaz > 0.02
Jaz < 0.008
Jaz > 0.008

User dynamic
Static
Dynamic
Static
Dynamic
Static
Static
Dynamic
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environment status to the UEC tool, which generates candidate messages for the user (with an associated degree
of priority) as well as a description of the user-environment status for the supervisor
In the above-mentioned data flow, each condition (a combination of user status and environment status) is
associated with an Identification Number, ID_UEC, with a priority, UEC_Priority. Highest priority, 4, is associated with a warning coming from the user status, while priorities 0 and 2 are associated with “no warning” and
“environmental warning”, respectively. Priorities 1 and 3 have been reserved for service and obstacle-related
events generated by the UEI tool. Table 6 reports examples of candidate user messages generated by the UEC
and UEI tools. Message priorities are indicated by the numbers in brackets. As an example, in the case of a user
in an erect posture and a safe environment, an “obstacle”-related message will have a higher priority than a
“service”-related message. In the case of environmental hazards (e.g. gas leakage) the user will receive an instruction to move towards the emergency exit with a higher priority than any “service”-related message and a
lower priority with respect to an “obstacle” notification.
Moreover, in the presence of an environmental hazard, a user in an erect position could be provided with useful information on how to reach the emergency exit, while a user lying down will only be informed about incoming support (a “courtesy message” in Table 6).
The same approach has been used to generate candidate messages for the user by the UEI tool [23].
The Graphical User Interface (GUI) used during the development phase for system debugging was implemented in LabVIEWTM. The GUI consists of several panels. The first one is dedicated to providing rough data
coming from the sensor network and the user module. The second panel provides information generated by
pre-processing algorithms as well as user orientation and position. The third panel provides the output of the
UEC and UEI tools such as ID_UEC conditions and ID_UEI events. The last panel is the supervisor GUI and it
provides information generated by the DSS, such as messages delivered to the user and, in a future release of the
system, actions to be suggested to the supervisor.

6. Results
The main feature to be assured with this kind of assistive system for AAL is the reliability of the information
provided to the user and the supervisor.
The validation of the UEI tool has already been addressed in [23] and its ability to estimate the user position
with an accuracy of the order of 1 cm has been largely discussed.
In the following, results concerning the calibration of the compass sensor will be presented. In order to estimate the overall performance of the system used to measure the user’s orientation (the compass sensor and the
overall conditioning electronics), experiments were performed which resulted in the calibration diagram shown
in Figure 5. In particular, the compass was tested in the test-bed indoor environment by observing its response
during complete turns. To perform the compass characterization, a dedicated experimental set-up was used. The
set-up consists of a step motor and an encoder device used to perform an independent measurement of the imposed heading. A compass accuracy of 0.6˚ was estimated by taking into account the uncertainty of the experimental data and the calibration curve reported in Figure 5.
In a future release of the device a Gyroscope and a dedicated Kalman Filter will be exploited to reduce the
Table 6. Events and candidate messages for the user.
Env/User
Status

Erected/Static

Erected/Dynamic

Bowed

Lied down

Safe

Service (1) by UEI
Obstacles (3) by UEI

Service (1) by UEI
Obstacles (3) by UEI

Courtesy message
(4) by UEC

Courtesy message
(4) by UEC

Gas leakage

Service (1) by UEI
Instructions to drive the user to the
emergency exit (2) by UEC
Obstacles (3) by UEI

Service (1) by UEI
Instructions to drive the user to the
emergency exit (2) by UEC
Obstacles (3) by UEI

Courtesy message
(4) by UEC

Courtesy message
(4) by UEC

Fire

Service (1) by UEI
Instructions to drive the user to the
emergency exit (2) by UEC
Obstacles (3) by UEI

Service (1) by UEI
Instructions to drive the user to the
emergency exit (2) by UEC
Obstacles (3) by UEI

Courtesy message
(4) by UEC

Courtesy message
(4) by UEC
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Figure 5. Calibration curve of the compass sensor.

effect of interfering quantities on the estimation of the user’s heading.
Several tests have been also performed to validate the reliability of the user inertial tool and UEC paradigms.
Measurement of the user’s tilt, performed by the HMC6343 sensor and model (1), exhibits an experimentally
estimated uncertainty of 1˚. Taking into account the rules presented in Table 4, it can be affirmed that this uncertainty could affect the user’s posture classification only when the user’s tilt falls between two different posture intervals. In such cases the “user posture algorithms” will filter out this estimation and will wait for the next
tilt estimation.
As concerns the reliability of the UEC tool, it must be noted that it is intrinsically guaranteed by the strategies
used to classify the environmental status and the user inertial status. In fact, estimations of the user’s posture and
environmental hazards are based on the implementation of analytical models and comparisons between model
outputs and prefixed thresholds. As already addressed in Sections 3 and 4, the user’s posture is discriminated in
three classes (erect, bent and lying down), while the user dynamic can be either static or moving and environment hazards could be present or not. This rough way of classifying events is recognized to be poor, limited by
the sensors’ accuracy. However, as described above, actions have been performed to cope with specific situations occurring during the estimation of the user’s posture.
Experiments were performed to validate the system functionality by direct measurements with both technical
staff and weak users. All the cases presented in Table 6 were reproduced during experiments several times and
with different users. Tests were performed taking into account a real possible scenario where the user can assume postures revealing normal or “suspicious” conditions. The results obtained confirm the reliability of the
proposed methodology to assess the User-Environment Contextualization.
As an example, Figure 6 shows sections of the second and third panels of the GUI described in Section 5.
The top left section of the second panel in Figure 6(a) shows the user inertial status while the other section report the environmental status.
The data collected show a seated user in a static condition and no hazards occurring in the environment. This
data processed by the UEC tool provides the supervisor with the UEC description shown in the GUI presented in
Figure 6(b). Moreover, the UEI tool provides the supervisor with information on the presence of obstacles or
services close to the user as well as candidate messages for the user. Although, as already mentioned, the system
operation has been tested for the set of foreseen cases shown in Table 6, for convenience other cases are not
shown in this paper.

7. Conclusions
In this paper a WSN aimed to assist weak people exploring an indoor environment is described. The system exploits a multi-sensor architecture and dedicated algorithms to monitor the environmental status, and the user’s
inertial behavior and position within the environment.
Several tests were performed to assess features of the sensor network, pre-processing algorithms and paradigms implemented in the UEI and UEC tools.
Future developments will address the implementation of a smart feature in the Decision Support System, improvement of the multi-sensor architecture in the user module, and tests in a wide range of real scenarios for the
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No obst. close
to the user

User close
to office #3

No hazards
User bowed and static

User message

You are close to
office #3

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. The Graphical User Interface. (a) panel for monitoring the environmental status and user inertial behavior; (b)
panel for monitoring the user position and information provided by the UEI and UEC tools.

estimation of the system performance based on both supervised and un-supervised trials with end-users.
Although the system developed must be considered as a proof-of-concept of the assistive methodology proposed,
future efforts will also be dedicated to the optimization of technical features such as the power budget and the
Sensor Network topology.
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